LIFE ALIGNMENT

Advanced Processes Module

Longmont CO (near Boulder) April 27th - 30th, 2018
Please Note: The prerequisites for this course are
Life Alignment Module 4 and Home Alignment

Due to the specialized nature of the four processes covered in this course: Life Purpose
Alignment, Life Map, Life Path and Iris Balancing, there isn’t time during the Life Alignment
modules to include this material. Each process will be given a day in this course.
Life Purpose Alignment - This procedure teaches the practitioner how to guide a client through a
process which begins with what they intend to bring into their life to enhance their life purpose.
The rest of the procedure involves balancing the person to remove blocks in various Life Fields in
order for him or her to be congruent with moving their life forward in that chosen direction.
Life Map - Using the pattern of the Life Alignment logo pictured above, the client is guided through
a process that helps them identify a core issue, for example selling a house, issues with finances
etc. From that core issue, the following areas are addressed to help clear blockages to fulfilling
this including: stuck energy, family, health/healing, home, family patterns, projects, challenges,
work, protections, ancestors, support and what works.
Life Path - This process is based on a combination of the energy flow path from Home Alignment
and the Life Map, as well as some of Life Purpose Alignment process. The process begins with
establishing the core issue or issues that need to be addressed. This is a very specific journey, to
look at the relationships between the different aspects, including what needs to be manifested to
bring flow, and what is blocking that flow. It’s about the flow of energy around the core issue. Life
Path can be done for an individual as well as for a group.
Iris Balancing - This process gives us a “window” through the iris of the eye to discern the
person’s personality type based on Rayid methodology. This process also teaches how to check
the structure and the physical features of the iris. Iridology teaches that structures in the iris can
correlate to various organs and systems in the body. Iris balancing gives us another means using
Body Alignment Technique and Vortex to raise frequency and release blockages in the body.
Instructor: David Pasikov, M.A., U. S. Coordinator, Life Alignment www.life-alignment.net
Location: Springhill Suites, 1470 Dry Creek Drive, Longmont CO (303) 682-2894
(Note: For students staying at the hotel, request the Life Alignment class discounted rate.)
When: Friday, April 27th 9:00am - 5:00 pm through Monday, January 30th ending at 3:00pm
Cost: $580
ACCOMMODATIONS: Courtyard Marriott, 1410 Dry Creek Drive, Longmont, Colorado 303 682-1166
Please request the Life Alignment discounted rate when you call.
Contact: David Pasikov: Office 303 442-6366, Cell 303 905-4981, Email david@pasikov.com
International Life Alignment Web Site: www.life-alignment.com
---------------------------------------------------------------To register for the Advanced Processes Module (Longmont), clip & send to:
David Pasikov, 954 North Street, Suite 301, Boulder CO 80304
Name(s): ___________________________________________________________________________
Address: ___________________________________________________________________________
Phone: (______)_______________________ Email: _____________________________________

To ensure your place in the course, enclose a non-refundable deposit of $50 made out to Life Transformation Process.
Your registration will be confirmed upon receipt. Thank you!

